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1. Internet revolution has the potential of transforming Indian villages. Comment. 

(Resource: Govt aims to provide broadband access to all villages by 2022 (TH)) 

 Introduction introduce your answer by mentioning how internet has brought automation, 

leading to better quality of life, higher economic advantages, and presented better 

opportunities.  

 Body 

o Mention the impacts of bringing internet to rural India  

 Economic 

 Agriculture  

 Home based employment  

 IT BPO in rural India 

 Social 

 Education  

 e-Medicine  

 Higher human capital development  

 Cultural overhaul  

 Political  

 Awareness among people 

 Knowledge of contemporary issues 

 Governance 

 Public service delivery  

o Mention issues related to it 

 Higher implementation costs 

 Threat to local culture 

 Lack of digital literacy in the country, especially rural India. 

o Suggest solutions and way forward 

 Conclusion you can conclude by mentioning how the digital revolution has brought ease 

of living to the urban centers. Mention that it can bring the same fate to the rural 

population of the country, bringing development, and better life for rural India. 

 

2. Evaluate the need for increasing the size of the lok sabha. (Resource: Explained: Why 

Pranab Mukherjee wants 1000 MPs (IE)) 

 Introduction you can introduce this answer by mentioning that the number of members 

of the Parliament has been fixed. You can suggest why and how was it fixed. Another 

factor that can be mentioned is the recent comment by former President Pranab 

Mukherjee that we need to increase the size of the Lok Sabha. 

 Body 

 Mention what is the delimitation 

 Explain the process of delimitation and the factors that affect it 
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 Mention the need for increasing the size of the Lok Sabha 

 Mention the impact it can have on the Parliamentary procedures 

 Highlight the impact vis-a-vis on the joint sitting of the Parliament 

 Suggest alternatives to increasing the strength of the Parliament 

 Mention the issues associated with increase of the size of the Parliament 

 Conclusion you should conclude your answer with arguments both in favour of and 

against increasing the size of the Parliament. However you conclusion should be 

conclusive in nature and we should take a definite stand on whether there should be an 

increase, or not. 

 

 

3. Deputations must be done for learning and coherence, not vacancy filling. Critically 

comment. (Resource: Limit deputation of IPS officers in Paramilitary at 25% (TH)) 

 Introduction Introduce your answer with how deputation is being used as an alternative 

to filling the vacancies in various paramilitary forces. Mention how this has become more 

of a challenge. 

 Body 

 Mention what is deputation? 

 How deputation is being used to fill the vacancies in the paramilitary forces 

 How it has led to creation of turmoil within the ranks of the paramilitary 

 How it deprives the regular officers of the paramilitary from promotion avenues 

 Suggest the need to change the current system of deputations 

 Explain the need for recruitment of officers into the paramilitary. 

 Present an argument for temporary deputation from IPS to the paramilitary forces 

in order to fill the lacuna present. 

 Conclusion while it is important that interservice coherence is developed through 

deputation, and learning is increased; deputations must not become the key drivers in 

order to avoid filling the vacancies permanently. You can close your answer on that note.   

 

4. What is GEM Samvaad? How is it going to influence the economic scenario in the 

country? (Resource: GEM launches National Outreach Programme - GEM Samvaad (PIB)) 

 Introduction you can introduce your answer with the definition of GEM samvaad, and then 

move want to the benefits it can provide to the prevailing economic ecosystem in the country. 

 Body  

  Mention what is GeM samvaad. 

 Suggest the reasons why is it being held 

 Mention the quantum of the conversations and the product, sellers available on the 

platform 

 Mention the importance of receiving the feedback from users of the portal 
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 Explain how the MSME sector is the largest Beneficiary, and such a portal will help 

in ensuring the development of the sector. 

 Suggest other benefits that can come through the portal 

 Also suggest some more unique solutions like this to ensure that all the sectors of 

Indian economy can develop. 

 Conclusion The conclusion of this answer shall include a positive way forward, we should 

also encompass new and innovative methods to ensure the economic growth as well as better 

governance, public service delivery, and profitability. 

 

5. We need to ensure energy efficiency after ensuring energy availability to all. (Resource: 

ADB, India sign $250 mn loan to expand energy efficiency investment in India (PIB)) 

 Introduction India has taken strides in ensuring that electricity reaches all the villages in the 

country,. However electricity has yet to be delivered to all the households on a 24X7 basis.  

 Body  

 Mention the need for 24X7 availability of electricity. 

 Suggest it can bring growth in 

 Health 

 Education 

 Economic growth 

 Supporting the start-ups 

 Women empowerment 

 Development of backyard industries 

 Higher quality of life 

 Explain the challenges in achieving that 

 High AT&C losses 

 Affordability of electricity remains a challenge 

 Adoption of renewable energy is still a distant goal 

 Mention the opportunities revealed through 

 International collaborations 

 Higher research and development 

 Adoption of smart technology and 

 Creation of central grid 

 Adoption of solar and wind energy 

 Use of biofuels for production of electricity, etc 

 Conclusion you can conclude your answer with facts related to higher per capital energy 

consumption rise leading to higher economic growth. You can also suggest a positive way 

forward to achieve consistent electricity supply. 
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